Endeavour Voyage: Munda Bubul – Point Hicks

This related inquiry-based activity for students should be used in conjunction with Endeavour Voyage: Munda Bubul – Point Hicks material.

In this activity, students become explorers and learn about the first place on the continent of Australia sighted by James Cook and his crew on board HMB Endeavour. Students will learn that there are two sides to this story: one from the ship and one from the shore.

While students explore Munda Bubul – Point Hicks they will have the opportunity to work through a list of questions related to this online exhibition. The activity can be broken down into smaller chunks, where you could ask students to explore one aspect each day for a week, or it could be given to them as a mini project.

Bringing it together: Suggested activities

Using the information students gather from the digital exhibition you could:

- create an online quiz for your students.
- ask students to write a newspaper article about the discovery of the stone artefacts and their connection to the first land sighting by Cook and the Endeavour crew.
- start a virtual timeline or story wall, beginning with the Munda Bubul – Point Hicks story.

Student worksheet
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